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COSTARRING IN MG W'S 

“FATHER'S LITTLE DIVIDEND” 

Now! Spring Style Show of the newest in 

Gas Ranges at your dealer's! 

HERE'S a world of difference between the gas ranges of even a 

few years ago and the 195] models!   
The new automatic gas ranges look better, cook better and save 

you more time and work than you ever thought possible 

Broiling in 2 new automatic gas range is smokeless. You're sure of 

baking and roasting success because the automatic oven heat control 

maintains the exact temperature you want 

culation distributes the heat uniformly 

because continuous cir- 

to every part of the oven. The 
clean blue flame of gas gives you visible heat for surface cooking 

greater speed «oo IOMADEL response to control and proved economy 
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Wednesday evening when he cele 
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ered to extend him best wishes and 
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HOW TO BE A “SQUARE SHOOTER” 

On Party-Line Telephones if TT
: 

| flexible as it should be. (With Packard 

questions about its automatic Ultramatic Drive, you can change 

matic Drive lets you cruise in solid, 
) 

dec drive al all crmenmg peed.) it
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WHEN YOU PLAY FAIR AND SQUARE with your party- 

line neighbors... when you share the service cour. 

teously ... you'll almost always find the courtesy 

returned! 

Suppose you want to make a call and find the line 
in use. If you hang up gently and give the other person 

a few minutes to finish his call before trying again, 
your courtesy is appreciated. And suppose, while talk- 

ing, you realize that your neighbor wants to make a 
call. He'll appreciate it if you hang up in a few min- 
utes and free the line 

That's “square shooting” It pays dividends! 

mtantly from Forward to Reverse ) H e
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On these three counts—and on every 
Does it cruise in solid, direct drive? count—Packard’s exclusive Ulrramatic 

Drive leads the field Come in—drive it! 
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SUNDAY SCHOOL moved into their new home which 
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13 mar “ef CAARD 

C.F. HIPPLE & SON 
Bishop St., Bellefonte, Pa. 
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1 : clutth-pushing-—and no gear-shifting ) 

Can | rock it in snow, sand or mud? 

If the answer is No,” then it sat as 
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